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JUNEAU there has been a lot
of talk about subsistence proposals in
the legislature this session due to the
dec 22 decision in which the alaska
supreme court struck down a provi-
sion of the states subsistence law that
gave rural residents priority hunting
and fishing privileges

the legislature must address the
consequences of this decision other-
wise chaos will reign over the
management of fish and wildlife
resources
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MIF there are now four major measures
addressing subsistence in the house
they are

sponsorasornsor substitute forfbi house bill
415 byy anchorage republican reps
ramona barnesBamesbameswaltwalt furnace alyce
hanley terry martin and jim
zawacki R girdwood

houseehouse joint resolution 74 by rep
george jacko D pedro bay and
peter goll D haines

HJROHJR 88 by gov steve cowper
HJROHJR 90 by the house transporta-

tion committee
all measures currently reside in the

house resources committee which
held a public teleconfemceteleconferrice march 10
barrow and kotzebue were among
many sites included in the
teleconference system

the teleconference was a preview
of the divisively bitter battle that lies
ahead for subsistence users

of the four legislative measures in
the house the measure introduced by
anchorage republicans sponsor
substitute for HB 415 would
4eliminateminateli the provision graigrantingabingating sub-
sistencesistence preference based on residen-
cy and would restrict the typetylpetylee of gear
used for subsistence fishing and
hunting

I1 strongly oppose this bill it belit-
tles our subsistence lifestyle and fails
to solve the problem created by the
supreme court decision

many feel that an amendment to the
alaska constitution is the best
legislative approach to solving the sub-
sistencesi stence issue hjr174hjit74 HJR 88 and
HJRHIR 90 represent three solutions that
would follow this approach

each proposes an amendment to the
alaska constitution and would require
two thirds votes of each house before
being submitted to the voters for
approval

each would allow the legislature to
grant a preference for subsistence uses
of fish and wildlife each however
has slightly different approaches that
we need to analyze

in addition to granting a preference
for subsistence uses of fish and

wildlife HJR 74 would grant sub-
sistencesistence use of state owned renewable
resources most importantly it would
allow the allocation of subsistence uses
on the basis of local residency and
would protect the current system for
allocation of subsistence uses

wouldw0Uid likeke to
see us work toward
defining what we
wantlanttowanttoto see and to
start building con-
sensus

HJRIHIJR 74 does not mention rural
residents the clause the supreme
court found problematic

HJR 88 on the other hand would
fpcspcspecificallyifically grant subsistence uses of
fish and wildlife for rural residents and
would validate the current subsistence
law found unconstitutional by the
supremecourtsupreme court

HJR 90 would specifically grant
subsistence uses of plants fish and

wildlife for alaska native residents
and for rural residents

we need to assess the legal and
political ramifications in each resolu-
tion before we throw our support
behind one I1 feel comfortable with the
language in HJR 88 which would ex
plicitlyeiciuy validate the current subsistence
laww however I1 am concerned about
the implication of the resolutions use
of the clause nothing in this con-
stitutionstitution uoprohibitshibits the legislature from
limiting and am particularly con-
cerned about the implication of the
clause customary and direct
dependence on a fish or wildlife
population as the mainstay of
livelihood found in the resolutionresolutioln

if we use the word limiting
would we expose ourselves to the
danger of greater limitation of sub-
sistencesistence uses by future legislatures

and how would direct dependence
on a fish or wildlife population as the

mainstay of livelihood be construed
would it eliminate those fish and
wildlife species that are not considered
to contribute directly to the mainstay
of livelihood

what about a species of fish such as
the dolly varden which is used to sup-
plement our subsistence livelihood
would it be excluded from subsistence
preference because it may not qualify
as the mainstay of subsistence
livelihood

further would this clause open up
the doors to expanded sports and com-
mercial uses

these questions need to be
answered now that all angles on sub-
sistencesistence have been presented before
the legislature I1 would like to see us
work toward defining what we want
to see and to start building consensus
for what promises to be a heated and
devisive debate nothing less thanthart our
livelihood is at stake


